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On Easter morning I had a dream where I was handed a deflated, sphere-like 
object and told to inflate it.  The voice seemed like God.    I blew up the 

sphere like a balloon.  It was only about six inches wide.  As it was inflating, 
I was told the ”age of darkness “ was gone!  The sphere lit up like a brilliant 

light.   
Karen Hogle 

Ventura, California 
May 2009 

 
Now Leave the World Alone  

 
Begin to believe that the Light has become your world.  That all of the 
darkness that has been a part of the world is leaving as though it never 
was.   What now remains as the remnant of an old world is very quickly 
dissolving and it will be non-functional to all who remain to live on Earth.  
Your job right now is to live by the laws of the New Kingdom, to function 
as beloved Lightworkers of the I AM Presence, and to raise others by your 
consciousness into the New World sphere of Light Intended. 
 
For some, the direction will be easy to detach from the third-dimensional 
world that has been living quarters for humans for many thousands of 
years.  Yet for others it is difficult to let go of previous patterns, beliefs, 
human ego attachments to the world of materialistic pleasure and 
suffering.  Those who cannot let go, ask that you be helped in releasing 
from the false and the untrue, the ego-based illusions of a world no longer 
valid.  And help will come. 
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Your place is with the Light energy of the Fifth Dimension, the Solar field 
of Life, where man and God are one Being on the Breath.  Here in the 
Solar field of Oneness you live in Community, and the ways of the 
Priesthood of Melchizedek are introduced and taught for the revelation of 
all. 
 
Light cities rise out of rubble; ancient vortexes twinkle and sparkle in 
gladness of serving once again the Planetary Logos and His twin star 
Venus.  All is in readiness for the Planetary Shift.  Throughout the 
heavens and within the many galaxies, huge and magnificent Light Ships 
set sail to assist in the creation of a new planet and a new human race, the 
Solar Suns. 
 
The University of Melchizedek offers much direction and revelation as we 
move now into a whole New World of beautiful Life.  The Daily Scripts 
contain inspiration, direction and continual guidance as to the mighty 
changes of Earth and all creation.  The Monthly University Papers and 
Solar News include pertinent lessons made available from the 
Melchizedek Order for this moment in time.  The Community of Light 
Newsletter invites the reader into the many transcripts and lessons which 
Crystal has made available throughout the years of her service as 
messenger and scribe.  If you have not visited the University of 
Melchizedek web site, I hope you will.  (www.melchizedeklearning.com) 
 
You will find on the University web site many books, CDs and 
correspondence courses listed.  Each one is a treasure and vibrates the 
Holy Spirit and the presence of the Masters.  Today, in this issue of Return 
to the Light, I want to particularly mention several new cour,ses as they 
are very pertinent to right now and the planetary shift.  
 
If you are deeply connected with planet Earth, the beloved animal and 
plant kingdoms, the Angels and Devas, you will find the following 
material soul satisfying and joy-filled. 
 
Catch the Magic 
The Mountaintop Teachings from the Order of Melchizedek present this 
lesson series in Four Parts sponsored by the Master Saint Germain with 
Crystal. 20 lessons. Suggested Donation $100.  If you have been feeling it 
is time—your time—to lighten up a bit and to see the magic in all life, this 
course may be for you! Available by e-mail or postal mail. (Please add 
additional $25 for US postal mailing, US$40 for overseas.) 
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The Woof Papers 
As you walk through this door of initiation you must carry with you the 
consciousness of respect and unity with all life.  This is the North Gate. 
No one ascends without this Consciousness.  Included is an introduction 
by Copper, Medicine Dog.  This series carries the Seal of Melchizedek and 
is highly recommended as an urgent message for this time of graduation. 
The course contains 15 lessons: 6 lessons each in the first two sections and 
3 lessons in the final section.  A lesson will be sent every two weeks.  Cost 
is $125. If mailed, an additional cost will be added: for the U.S. add $20; 
overseas add US$40. 

 
And if you seek to break the barriers of human belief, the false 
hierarchy and false priesthood, the following new material might 
furnish the light for your awakening and acceleration of your spirit. 
 
The Return of the Eternal Flame 
This Course will introduce the Creative Daughter and the Christ 
Energy Field, the I AM. The Eternal Flame Papers are released by the 
Ministry of Justice, the Melchizedek Order. The Seal of Melchizedek 
is on every Paper, assuring that this is from the Archives of the 
Universe Father and the Universe Mother Spirit. The Eternal or 
Virgin Flame carries the Plan for Earth. From this comes the union of 
all forces in Light. The extraordinary vibrations from this Course may 
well open the door for you into the very presence of the Eternal 
Flame.  Please be aware of this as you start this study and revelation. 
Suggested donation is $120 sent by e-mail, or $132 if mailed in the 
U.S. 
 
The New Jesus 
The Records of Jesus will be presented to you through Crystal as a 
door to a New Beginning and a vibrant new way of Life intended.  
You may find many questions answered as to the Master’s teaching, 
his life, the crucifixion and his ascension. These Records will take you 
through the Gate of the Solar Son and the Mystery School of Sananda, 
Lord of the Universe. The information will be drawn from the Records 
of the Melchizedek Order and will be e-mailed or mailed weekly, or 
more rapidly if possible. There will be 12 lessons in this series.  The 
suggested donation is  $120.  If you prefer the lessons be mailed, 
please add an additional $12 in the U.S. or overseas US$24. 
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Tithing and Its Part in Calling Forth the Abundant Life 

 

In the first record of Melchizedek found in the Book of Genesis, 
Abraham was instructed to tithe one tenth of his livelihood to his 
Master Teacher, Melchizedek.  In understanding the implication of 
this directive, Abraham became a disciple of the Melchizedek Order 
and was consequently ordained by God into the Priesthood of 
Melchizedek.  Tithing, as given by the directive of Machiventa 
Melchizedek, King of Salem, meant total obedience to the path that 
Abraham had chosen.  He was brought to the Consciousness of 
Oneness and to his Teacher’s lineage of the Order of Melchizedek.   
 

Today, in our studies of metaphysics and the law of abundance, we 
have learned the importance of true tithing and the commitment we 
make to the spiritual path and gateway we have chosen.  Yet, for 
many who have tired of religion, churches and rituals, tithing has 
been cast aside as ineffective and no longer realistic. Quite the 
contrary—and many prosperity workshops will insist the student 
tithe—when one can proclaim a financial tithe to their spiritual 
teacher, Center or church, this will initiate the movement of the 
Creative Power or Spirit.  In Mystery Schools the practice of tithing 
goes even deeper.  
 

Yet, we do know that when one feels a sense of lack, the first order of 
the day is to give. When the emotions are quieted and settled in the 
heart chakra, the rising Spirit of Life and Light will direct, as the 
Inner Voice, how and how much to give to the teacher, Center or 
church of your choice.  We are taught to put the tithe first—before all 
other commitments and to listen to the Voice within for instruction 
and peace of mind. What better time and opportunity to practice the 
Law of Prosperity and Conscious Oneness than to begin to tithe to 
this University or to the spiritual Center of your choice?  As we stand 
in the Kingdom of God, we are prosperous, deeply blessed and 
divinely loved. As Karen Hogle writes, The darkness is gone.  We are in 
the Age of Light.  And we are together in the Infinite Spirit enjoying 
every minute of Being. Be blessed. You have come a long way to be 
here in this Moment! 
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